
 

 

Meeting Ffederasiwn Amgueddfeydd ac Orielau Celf Cymru 

The Federation of Museums and Art Galleries of Wales 

 
Date  Wednesday 26th June 2013, Powysland Museum, Welshpool,  11-3.  

 
Present 
 

Rachael Rogers (RR), Esther Roberts (ER), Nêst Thomas (NT), Arran Rees (AR), John Marjoram (JM), 
Debbie Wildgust (DW), Emma Routley (EmR), Barbara Bartl (BB),  

 
1. Apologies  Scott Reid (SR), Andrew Deathe (AD), Debbie Wildgust (DW), Angela Gaffney (AG) Carol Whittaker 

(AM- CyMAL), Chris Delaney (CD), Jane Henderson (JH), Morwenna Parrott (MP) 
 

Item   
2  Minutes of the last meeting   
  

OK 
 

 
 

3 Matters arising  
 a. Monument Fellowship: Michael Freeman is ill at the moment so there will be a delay to the 

work being carried out.  He  
will continue with the Fellowship. 
 
b. Heritage Bill: e-bulletin out last week which JM received regarding consultation on the 
Historic Environment Strategy for Wales.  There was no mention of museums.  Fed to 
respond to consultation encouraging a recognition of museums and clarification of change of 
name from Heritage Bill to Historic Environment Strategy.  Fed should also encourage other 
museums to do the same.  JM to forward ebulletin and ask for a meeting with the Minister in 
the Autumn. 
 
c. Third sector – Eleri Fairley had been present and there was talk of creating a Welsh 
Heritage Alliance or Welsh Government Forum. 
In response to the Spending review in Wales, where cuts of 20% are estimated, there was 
particular concern in the following areas that relate directly to museums. 
Staffing at independents being in jeopardy (effect on volunteers, supervision, skills and 
training) 
Effect of any reduction in grant funding 
Effect on child poverty – in reducing opportunities for skills and training 
 
d. Dolls Project: before allocating a grant, CyMAL have asked for a full person specification, 
job description and details of a full events programme.  Michael Freeman unable to carry out 
the work during 2013/14 so will reubmit for 2014/15 and clarify under which pot – Main fund 
or Sharing Treasures. 
 
e. CLOCH project: RR had no information regarding this project or details of steering group. 
 
f. PI: RR noted that Carol W, NT and Eva B were meeting with Peter Gomer shortly (at the 
end of July) to discuss and move forward with P.I’s.  It was raised that perhaps there could 
be a better link with Arts Council Wales regarding P.I.’s (ACW have recently published 
booklet with statistics from across Wales).   
 
g. JM and RR to do CyMAL evaluation forms for grant received 2012/13.  
 

 
 
 
 
JM to 
circulate 
 
JM to ask 
for meeting 
 
 
RR to draft 
response 
and 
circulate to 
committee 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NT meeting 
 
RR to 
discuss 
with ACW 
JM & RR 

4 Correspondence  
  

Correspondence regarding Monument Fellowship only. 
 

 
 

5 President’s Report  
 
 

 
As points above. 
 
BB asked about update for the Natural Sciences project.  RR gave update that Christian had 
been involved in lots of behind the scenes work initially.  List of museums limited to 20 to 
conentrate only on Accredited collections.  Christian had also set up a blog for the project.  
Some challenges included fact that costings allowed only 2 people days per site and so 

 
 
 
 



who to send where was a challenge as many of the NMW staff are very specialised. 
Practical matters relating to Health and Safety, organising a safety kit and training were 
part of this. 

 
6 Treasurer’s Report  
  

Account Balance 
Business account £53,708.55  (11/06/2013) 
Savings account             £92,395.84 (11/04/2013) 
Cefni Barnett     £1,518.35   (11/04/2013) 
 
Grants 
Grants received since the last committee meeting: 
15 March 2013        £27,000            CyMAL (small grants) 
22 April 2013  £500                MA (Fellowship) 
10 May 2013        £33,334            MA (Esmee Fairbairn) 
 
No invoice from NMW for Natural History project received yet.  
 
 
Independent Review 

 
Hicks Randles – the Fed’s accountants – have been taken over by Whittingham Riddell LLP. 
Offices and staff have transferred to the new company so contacts remain the same. I will 
get in touch with our accountant in July to arrange the independent review of the accounts 
for the last financial year.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7 Membership Secretary  
 AD not present but submitted written report; 

2013/14 memberships to date: 
• 12 individual members (17 at the end of last year but several are now absorbed into 

institutional memberships). 
• Institutional membership (including free membership) is 57 (62 if each AC-NMW site 

is counted individually). (64/72 at the end of last year) 
• Of the 14 organisations offered free membership last year, 7 have paid this year. A 

good result. 
• Of the 8 offered free membership this year, only two have returned the paperwork. 
• Reminders will be sent out from mid-July to those who haven’t paid. Usual suspects 

include RCT and Pembrokeshire. Others include Usk Rural Life and CARAD in 
Rhaeadr. Haverfordwest and Llanrwst may have closed, the Collections Centre at 
Nanatgarw is no longer included in the AC-NMW fee, although the sum they pay has 
not dropped. 

• Current fees paid are £7970, a new record. 
• Only one venue has decreased its subscription fee, Caerphilly have dropped from the 

£250 to the £100 bracket. Firing Line in Cardiff Castle have increased in the opposite 
direction. As fees are based on the budgets of institutions this could represent good 
news for general funding levels. 

 
Other matters arising were; 
Membership of National Trust still unresolved.  AD to follow this up with them and research 
other ‘supporter memberships’ that exist elsewhere.  
 
RR to discuss with MA regarding subscriptions and whether reciprocal free subscription was 
possible.  
 
EmmaR asked how many of our members were art galleries – as understanding this may 
help inform and shape any closer partnership working with Arts Council Wales.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AD to 
chase this 
up 
RR to talk 
to MA 
 
AD to 
check list 

8 Communication  
  

(a) YMag Editor’s Report 

April 2013 edition of YMag was out on time and with 150 copies printed.  Copies go to all 
Fed Members – and larger institutions have more than one copy.  With every edition of 
YMag, one copy is always lodged within the archives at the NLW and one copy is always sent 

 
  
 
 
 



to the current Welsh Assembly Minister. 
 
This edition however, with all the new recruits, the 150 copies were soon gone and with 
Rachael, Barbara and Andrew’s agreement, 25 extra copies were printed and sent to Andrew 
for new and joining (until October) Members. 
 
The next edition is due out for the beginning of October, and so late July / early August will 
be the time to call for articles and papers, news and views. Deadline will have to be around 6 
September to allow editing and printing time.  Because of AGM it was suggested 200 copies 
are made of the next issue. 
 
pdf copies of YMag are on the Fed website but DW had a problem in downloading them. Is 
there an issue?  
 
(b)   Website /Social Media 

Arran and Emma R have discussed the brief for the social media strategy and feel that it also 
needs to incorporate marketing. Both felt strongly that although institutions are members 
not enough individuals are aware of who we are and what we do, for example NMW.  Emma 
R attended an advocacy meeting the other day at Cathays where we were discussing best 
practice and when EmmaR drew attention to the Fed’s online resources,  three out of the 
seven people there had never heard about the Fed. At the meeting we can discuss 
everyone’s views on this but key objectives for the consultant could be to: 

1) Review our existing social media platforms  
2) Promote the Fed – this could be measurable through hits to the website, increase in 

twitter followers etc 
3) Write a social media and marketing strategy for the Federation – need to include 

recommendations on how we take it forward, examples of what we should be doing 
etc.  It was agreed that this would be useful, but it should also reference 
the national marketing campaign. 

4) Develop a marketing plan for two of the following – students, individuals, art 
galleries and museum professionals  

We also need to know what budget we have to employ the consultant. Arran and I are 
happy to write the brief once we’ve all discussed it at the meeting.  
 
Twitter followers – 311 (to provide a comparison the South West Fed has 1086 
followers). Figure is low (Spotlight would have up to date information about no. of 
workers in Wales.  
Facebook “likes” - 74 
LinkedIn – 60 members 
Website hits – not available at present. It was felt at the meeting that information 
through google analytics or similar is essential in being able to evaluate 

numbers and use of website eg. resources downloaded etc 

 
Website – an overhaul of the website is likely to be discussed at the meeting as part of 
the mentoring scheme/additional money situation. EmmaR strongly believes that our 
website needs to be redesigned as our needs have changed. The resources that Sarah 
and Rachael collated and uploaded are underutilised because the site appears cluttered.  
Emma suggests that the look and feel of the South West Fed 
http://www.swfed.org.uk/ would be a good example to follow.  Arran and EmmaR 
would be happy to get in touch with the communications officer of the SW Fed to 
discuss our plans and see if they have any advice. It was agreed that this would be 
beneficial. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
DW 
 
 
 
EmmaR to 
check 
 
 
 
 

9 Wales Development Officer  
  

a. Development Work 
- Touring Exhibition Group training day Wrexham  March 7th 
- Interview on Radio Wales about CyMAL grants. April 4th  
- Attended Narrow Gauge Railway Museum strategy meeting April 5th 
- Present at visit of Chris Evans MP for Islwyn to The Winding House on April 12th.  
- Consultation day on new Tourism Strategy, Llandudno April 25th 
- CyMAL Changing Cultures seminar Caernarfon May 7th 
- Museum Partnership North Wales meeting, Oriel Ynys Mon,  May 9th 
- Invited to sit (via CyMAL) on the Creative & Cultural Skills steering group for the 

research project on ‘Surveying the skills needs of the Cultural Heritage sector’. I 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JM 
 



attended first meeting in London on May 22nd. 
b. Consultations 
  

       Response to draft Museum Marketing Strategy. 
 
       Considered response to consultation on Business Rates (no response sent). 
 
c.      Conference 2013 

 
            The Federation’s second Wales Museum conference was held at the Cardiff Story on 
March 14th. JM considered the Conference a success.  The conference broke even (including 
my time) – partly due to the keynote speaker’s fee being lower than expected. 
 
JM was asked by the venue to limit numbers to 60 (delegates and speakers). Based on the 
previous year’s experience, JM allowed for a small degree of delegate non appearance.  JM 
had to close bookings on the 1st of February as the limit was reached, and JM had a small 
waiting list. However in the last10 days before the event 8 delegates pulled out and JM was 
only able to fill one place from the waiting list (or approaching others who might be 
interested).  Coupled with the smaller capacity this meant that the room did not look full! 
Delegates who were unable to come did not have their fees returned as the catering had 
already been booked. 
 
We need to decide if we have a conference in 2014. If so, do we return to Cardiff Story 
again? (JM have had no comments about the venue continuing to be in South Wales ). JM 
was sure that the room at The Cardiff Story can hold more – it is also very reasonable in 
price and the catering much cheaper than at other venues such as the National Museum for 
instance.  
 
For next year cancellation details will be clearer on the form but it is difficult to estimate for 
those who find they cannot come after booking, especially if they leave little time to find 
substitutes.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
JM 

9b.  Federation Small Grants(Funded by Welsh Government through CyMAL)  

 2012-13 

Round 6 (September 2012) – all grants were claimed with an out turn of £25956.67. 
Training and Conference grants in 2012-13 amounted to £6511.88. There were small 
under spends in both headings - a balance of £2240.26 was carried forward to 2013-14. 
 
2013-14 

CyMAL has awarded £50,000 (including the admin costs) for the 2013-14 small grants 
(including training and conferences). This is a reduction of 25% on the funds we received in 
2012-13 (although we may receive further funds later in the year). 
Excluding the admin costs a sum of £47695.26 is available for grants this year. 
 
Round 7 (April) - Applications for Round 7 showed an increase of 25% in the amount 
applied for, compared with the same time last year. 26 applications requested a total of 
£58585.19. 16 applications were approved (either in full or in part) amounting to £29809.41. 
A nominal allocation of £25,000 was made to round 7 but a conscious decision was made to 
allocate a higher proportion of available grant funds owing to demand. We were unable to 
support a number of good applications. 
 
Training and Conference Grants are once again being offered. £5000 has been 
earmarked from the overall budget. .At the present time £4155.24 has already been awarded 
to 12 applications. These include grants to attend the AIM Conference – 7 applications for 9 
delegates (last year 5 applications with 7 delegates attending). One application to attend the 
MA Conference (Liverpool in November) has already been approved. Last year 4 people were 
supported at an average of £400 per place. 
 
Grant review 

In view of the limited funds available, and high demand for both the Small Grants and the 
Training and Conference Grants, the assessors recommend the following: 

1. MA Conference grants to be advertised by end of June. No limit to be set on 
numbers.  

2. Retain £3,000 for further Training and Conference grants for the rest of the year. 
3. The subsequent balance (after allocation to MA Conference grants) to be allocated to 

 



eligible but unsuccessful projects from round 7. [ 
4. No further round of Small Grants unless further funding from CyMAL (depending on 

timing). 
5. To look at awarding Training and Conference Grants in future on the same basis as 

small grants i.e. a series of advertised grant rounds, rather than being open all year 
until funds are exhausted. 

 
JM and Steering group members had proposed that there be no Round 8 money for the 
autumn time as they were so oversubscribed.  If there was any additional money through 
CyMAL by September, the Fed could decide then.   

10 Conference  

  
See report 9a by JM for update on the Conference in March.  
 
It was agreed that another Conference would be arranged for March next year in Cardiff 
Story.  It was agreed to open out Conference to include UK speakers and consider 
sponsorship opportunities (eg. Blackbox).  Some suggested themes for the Conference were; 
Distributed National Collections, Social impact, Selling ourselves…These themes to be 
discussed further with JM.  It was also agreed that themed talks for the AGM in October 
would be a good idea and promoted as the main draw, rather than having an emphasis on 
the AGM business. 
   

 
 
JM 
 
 
JM/RR/ER 

11 Cefni Barnett Fund  

  
At present, is c.£1500 in the Fund.  It was agreed that any individual from museum Fed 
member would be eligible to apply, but NMW staff would only be eligible to apply for the 
Cefni Barnett Fund.  The remit will include research and/or attendance at a recognised 
conference or specialised training.  It was agreed that 2 application deadlines would be in 
place for the Cefni Barnett Fund with a priority for research or specialised training.  Another 
2 deadline dates would be in place for the general pot of Training and Conferences grant.  
This would allow 4 opportunities over the year to bit for training support, (2 of which are 
open to NMW staff) 

 

12 CYMAL Report  
  

Changes at CyMAL 
Karen Willans has recently joined the team as the new Museums Development Officer.  
Karen will be working with Carol on various projects and will be the lead contact for the Kids 
in Museums project. 
 
Emergency Planning Network Wales (EPNW) 

• CyMAL successfully launched the EPNW at events in north and south Wales.  
• The primary aim of the network is to provide the sector with the on-going support 

required to plan for and deal effectively with an emergency situation. The secondary 
aim is to develop a network response group to provide a network of professionals to 
help M, A and L's with additional labour in the event of an emergency situation to 
assist with salvage and recovery. 

• The EPNW jiscmail list will be the forum for communication and we would like to 
encourage the sector to sign up to it. The list can be accessed at www.jiscmail.ac.uk  

 
Access Culture Wales 
The Access website has been developed and is going through the Welsh Government 
approval process with an anticipated launch for late summer. Training will be offered to 
museums, archives and libraries to complete their entries on the site. 
 
Annual Workforce Development Programme 
CyMAL delivered 13 courses for the sector between April and June with another 24 
confirmed between July and December.  Details are being worked through for potentially 10 
more.  All events are advertised through the CyMAL website on Eventbrite. 
 
Kids in Museums 
Kids in Museums will be launching a bilingual Manifesto on 24 June 2013 at National Museum 
Cardiff.  John Griffiths, Minister for Culture and Sport, will be speaking at the event.  Taking 
Over Museums Day has been confirmed as 14 November 2013.  Sharing Meetings will be 
held on 24 June 2013 at National Museum Cardiff and 25 June 2013 at Bodelwyddan Castle 

 
 
 
 



to help museums, galleries and heritage sites to plan for Taking Over Museums Day. 
Spotlight on Museums 

• This has finally been published and every museum should have received at least one 
copy. All contributing museums were sent two copies. Where a central contact sent 
responses for more than one museum, they have been sent two copies per site up 
to a maximum of 5 copies.  Copies have also been sent to all the relevant contacts 
we could think of in Welsh Government, a range of sector organisations (e.g. MA, 
AIM and some specialist networks) plus all AM, MPs and MEPs have received a copy 
with a covering letter from the Minister stating the importance of museums. The 
Federation has a supply for promotional purposes and CyMAL has about 100 copies. 
There will not be another print run!  

• Every museum response is available on the CyMAL website.  
• Planning for the next survey will start over the next 12 months and any feedback on 

the process, results or usefulness would be welcome.  
 
Capacity raising for Fundraising / Private Giving  
WCVA have heard that their stage one application to the HLF Catalyst programme for 
‘umbrella bodies’ has been successful. The stage 2 bid will be submitted in September and 
we will ask for the Fed to be kept in the loop as much as possible. 
 
CyMAL Museum Innovation and Development Grants 
30 offers of grant totalling £350,000 have been made out of 46 applications for £482,000. 
Not all projects could be fully funded and 4 projects are on the reserve list – including the 
Fed grants and Strategy work. 
 
Marketing Strategy 
The Strategy is being translated ready for publication on the Fed website. The Marketing 
Team at Wrexham CBC has been awarded a 2013/14 CyMAL grant to develop a programme 
for museums and enable them to undertake cross domain activities. The Museums Strategy 
Steering group will guide the museum element of the work. 
 

13 Report from Sub Groups  
  

(a)  Events – MP spoke to Elaine Cabuts at St Fagans on 24/6 about resuming planning for 
visitor studies/interpretation training, which if agreed, will be held in November. The 
following dates were proposed: 4,5,6,18,19,25,26 November, the September and October 
dates having been ruled out due to Museums Strategy commitments. 4,5,6,25 and 26 
were favoured by the Committee. 

 
It looks like the draft programme for the training session will have more of a visitor studies 
slant to it rather than interpretation; however the content will feed into the process of 
developing interpretation so this is something we could follow up with.  
 
Elaine indicated that there would be no more than 20-25 places available for the course and 
that it would not be limited to participants from Welsh organisations. 
                                         
(b) Stewardship -  
No report 
 

 
 
 
 
MP to 
organise 
with Elaine 
 
 
 
 
 

14 a. Museum Strategy  
  

Fed’s Grant Strategy bid to CyMAL. Only £15k out of £40k applied for had been successfull.  
RR presented options and it was agreed by Committee to; 

1. Money for website (estimated to cost £3950) 
2. Training and networking could be combined – 3 sessions (1 at AGM, 1 in north 

(Wrexham?) and 1 in south (Swansea?) venues and dates TBC.  Issues could be 
child poverty, advocacy (working with press, senior managers, how sector presented 
eg Heledd, Chris D, other case studies. (training and networking c £11k) 

It was agreed not to pursue mentoring at the moment.  There may be an opportunity for 
this to be achieved by AIM. 
 
It was agreed that Fed money could be allocated towards developing a Social Media and 
Marketing Strategy. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RR 



b.Marketing Strategy 
Some of main points for future discussion and implementation centred around; 

• promotion (especially issue of charging museums compare to free venues) 
• different approaches to target audiences 
• working with tourism sections and looking at mutual promotion. 

Draft had been circulated and final version to be published soon.  It was agreed that a 
different image be used on the cover that better reflects museums and their work. RR to 
contact Nicola Williams regarding this and the Implementation plan of the Marketing 
Strategy. 
 

15 Advocacy Project - Update  
  

CD circulated key dates/events associated with 2014. 
 
It was agreed more thought about other advocacy options was needed (by all) before the 
next meeting. 
 

 
CD 
 
 
 

16 AGM  
  

Leading from discussions around the Conference, it was agreed that themed talks for the 
AGM in October would be a good idea and promoted as the main draw, rather than having 
an emphasis on the AGM business. 
 

JM/ER/RR 
 

17 AOB  
  

Question regarding who was on the Museum Strategy steering group: 
Peter Gomer, Liz Green, Kevin Mason, Rachel Rogers, David Anderson, Mark Roberts, Leslie-
Anne Kerr, Carol Whittaker, representative from WCVA 
 
MA Conference – the Fed. Session would be formatted around a game with 10 objects.   
 
Ideas for the Fed stand at the MA Conference when in Cardiff are sought. 
 
A Fed representative for the WWI steering group was needed. NT volunteered  
 
Nick Skinner, BBC had contacted RR asking for a list of museums that may have interest in 
taking part in a ‘Behind the Scenes’ documentary. RR to suggest sending expression of 
interest to all on Fed list and if needed, assist Nick Skinner in selection. 
 
AR had attended a Kids in Museum event – which had gone well and was very engaging. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All 
 
NT 
 
RR 
 
 
 

17 Date of Next Meetings;  
  

Date and venue of 2013 Committee meetings agreed:  
   Wednesday September 18th, CyMAL, Aberystwyth 
   Monday December 9th, Newport Museum 

Date and venue of 2013 AGM:   Friday October 18th, Narberth Museum  *note date change 
 

 

 


